CONPASS SMART

THE MOST EFFECTIVE THREAT AND CONTRABAND IMAGING SOLUTION FOR OBJECTS LOCATED ON OR IN THE HUMAN BODY

SMART THREAT DETECTION
Automatic intellectual detection and indication of all threats on and inside the human body

SMART “DRUGUARD”
Automatic drugs detection software algorithms
Operator assistance & control

SMART “HD” images
High definition X-ray images in just 5 seconds with traditionally low dose (up to 0,25 µSv)

SMART “MODULAR”
4-joint construction
Fast installation & easy alignment
Easily relocated
Country independent power source
5 seconds scan time
Ultra light construction

NARCOTICS IN BODY CAVITIES
ELECTRONICS AND DETONATORS
EXPLOSIVES AND LIQUIDS
CERAMIC AND PLASTIC BLADES
WEAPONS
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X-RAY FULL BODY SECURITY SCREENING SYSTEMS